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Issue
Talent, capital, and engagement are hard to attract in public accounting.

Solution
Systematic, sequenced, and omni-channel outbound touch campaigns focused on mid-term and long-term success by being in the right place at 
 the right time.

Details
Vast and targeted research leveraging our active rolodex, expansive CRM, and the open web
Initial campaigning through eMail, LinkedIn
Re-targeting based on opens, views, and clicks
Robust second phase through eMail, LinkedIn, cold calling, personal text, and sequenced drip automation
Re-targeting based on opens, views, and clicks
Monitor passive engagement scoring and send personalized direct mail for hidden viewers 
Maintain consistent follow up with creative industry white paper material to foster credibility and validate relationships



We are recruiting specialists for senior and fully remote positions in the Public Accounting sector

Practice Leaders, Office Managing Partners, Rainmaking Partners, Client Service Partners, Principals and Directors

Senior Managers, Managers, Seniors, Supervisors, and Staff with hybrid or fully remote work schedules

Tax, Audit, Advisory, Consulting, Corporate, and supporting your clients with their in-house financial recruiting needs

Working in parallel with your in-house recruiting team to augment their overwhelmed staff

Working with your department heads who have pressing needs, such as hiring for multiples of the same position or a single specialist role

Nimble, intuitive, and adept at recruiting candidates who are not looking

We treat recruiting like a multi-touch marketing campaign

Working only with companies who are not mired with red tape

Long guarantee periods | 1 year procuring source agreement unless your firm has conducted an interview with the candidate | Volume and/or discounted retainers
available upon request
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EXECUTIVE CANDIDACY
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We work with all levels of career-minded individuals in Public Accounting

Practice Leaders, Office Managing Partners, Rainmaking Partners, Client Service Partners, Principals and Directors, Senior Managers, Managers, Seniors,
Supervisors, and Staff

Move up the ladder (more comp., more responsibility, etc.)

Move to a more comfortable rung of the ladder (less hours, flex schedule, hybrid or remote, more nuanced work, etc.)

Move to a larger organization with more vertical and horizontal resourcing

Move to a smaller organization with a more familiar culture

Candidates pay us no fee to represent them

Build a relationship with us even if you aren’t looking for a new role at the present time

We will never share your name with anyone without your permission

All conversations are 100% confidential



BUY/SELL A BOOK
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As of the beginning of 2023, we have active relationships with over 200 Public Accounting firms across the United States

These relationships are evenly distributed between top 100 firms, top 500 firms, $1m-$5m firms, and sole proprietor/specialists

We also have relationships with top 300 PE firms globally that are interested in acquiring Public Accounting firms and books of business

We work with big 4, $100m-$1b, $25m-$100m, $7m-$25m, $1m-$7m, and sub $1m firms on all manner of M&A transactions

We coordinate across the Partnership to achieve stakeholder buy-in, validating initial conversations up to the discovery phase

We have a network of very senior consultants with public accounting operations and governance backgrounds who work with your Partnership from the
discovery-phase through to full integration post-MorA

We charge a percentage of acquired or merged firm gross revenue dependent on the complexity and uniqueness of the transaction

All conversations are 100% confidential

We are available to be sounding boards on an as-needed-basis, and for no charge

We will never share your name or the name of your firm without your express permission



LEAD GEN/PARTNERSHIPS
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We work as a highly strategic, cooperative, nimble, and tactical marketing SWAT team on your behalf, generating qualified leads for your book

Conducting research on prospective new clients and their senior-most stakeholders who meet the profile-criteria of your optimum client base

Omni-channel outreach on your (confidential) behalf

The prospective client only knows that we work with a network of specialists who serve exactly their needs (you)

Sequenced and cadenced outbound prospecting

We provide your case-studies as requested by prospects to validate an initial phone call between them and you

We develop partnerships on your behalf with parallel service providers who provide a different service  offering to the same industry you target for progressive
new lead sources

Clients accepted on a case-by-case basis

A one-time $5,000 retainer and then 10% of gross revenue from all closed leads generated from our efforts for the first 18 months of your engagement

Once we are engaged with you, we will work as an extension of your marketing team in perpetuity

All conversations are 100% confidential

We will never share the name of you or your firm without your express permission 
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Geoff Bruskin
Founder & Managing Partner

 
Geoff has over 10 years of Recruiting, Consulting, and Connecting
experience. After starting his career at Daversa Partners where he
spearheaded Executive Financial Services and Technology placements,
Geoff went on to work for The McGinty Group in their Private Equity and
Financial Services division. Later, Geoff worked for Talent Partners, where
he guided company processes and developed recruiting and operations
best practices. Around the time of White Tiger Connections' founding in
2019, Geoff was fortunate to be taken under the wing of a PWC Emeritus
Partner, and taught the public accounting space. Today, he focuses on
strategic business development and earning trusted relationships with
senior industry leaders. Geoff is blessed with a beautiful family of 5
including his dog, Muki, and is also an avid martial artist. 

Leah Roderick
Partner 

 
Leah is a process-oriented and intuitive relationship development expert.
She excels in forming trusted advisory connections rooted in systematic
analysis of personal and professional situations and providing honest
feedback which has been known to guide professionals in the direction
they really want to go. After a 14-year career in the Financial Services
industry, Leah joined White Tiger Connections as a Partner, and is valued
across the company for her Recruiting and Leadership prowess. In addition
to being accountable for all Recruitment and Project Delivery initiatives,
Leah also  mentors company staff and leads day-to-day business
operations. In her free time, Leah enjoys her dynamic family of 5 including
her dog, Zoey, and seizes every available opportunity to help those around
her to realize their full potential.


